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GOOD LUCK
IN YOUR EXAMS!
Unsure of what you can and can’t take into your exams?
Turn to Page 9 for more details!

HIGHLIGHTS FROM THIS TERMS ISSUE:
Coming Up In Term 3

See what events and activities are on during Term 3
on Page 3! It’s exam season so make the most of the
De-stresstival event

Extenuating Circumstances?

For information, advice and support on
Extenuating Circumstances turn to Page 10

The Community Wardens

Find out about the Community Wardens on Page 12

Living In Selly

For hints and tips about moving out and living in
Selly Oak turn to Page 14
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The Student Mentor Scheme - no problem too big, no problem too small

It’s term 3

Advice
& Guidance

Coming up in

WELCOME BACK
WELCOME

TERM 3
MANAGE YOUR EXAM STRESS

TO TERM THREE!
You’ve made it to the final Term of the year! We hope
you enjoyed a month of rest … or in reality – lots of
revision and assignment work. It’s time for the ‘new term
new me’ mentality to kick in all over again. Whether
that’s a dedication to your academic studies, a promise
to yourself to be more sociable or to eat your 5 day. It
doesn’t matter what your goal is, take your new found
motivation and give this term your best shot!

We’ll be hosting a range of events over the week
29th April – 3rd May to help you relax and unwind
while you’re revising for upcoming exams!

A letter to my first year self...

For lots of you, it will be filled with dreaded exams and
deadlines – but fear not as we’re here for you. We can offer
you free revision timetables, study sessions and even free
Ice cream! This edition is filled with all of the information you
need to prepare for your exams, handle the stress of your
academic studies and understand where you can go for
support if it doesn’t quite work out.

FREE HEALTHY BREAKFAST SNACKS

Monday 29th April
8:30am – 10am
Look out for us on your way to campus!

ARTS & CRAFTS

Thursday 2nd May
5pm – 7pm
Duck & Scholar (The Vale)

Advice
& Guidance

Many of you will also be working towards moving out of
university accommodation. Maybe you’ll be moving in to
Selly Oak or the surrounding areas for next academic year.
Read on for tips from your Customer Service Managers for
moving out, information about the Selly Oak community and
most importantly to meet your Community Wardens!

HALL REP
EVENTS

Best of luck for your final few months of the year, and
remember if you or a friend needs us there’s no problem too
big and no problem too small, you can talk to us.

Student Mentors x

Chat to a Mentor by visiting our office located in the Student Hub at
the Vale (next to the Duck & Scholar entrance).
Feel free to drop in to see us Monday – Friday between 4pm & 8pm
term time.
You can also contact us by email, phone or social media.
We can help you with a range of areas affecting students living in
University accommodation. Or, if there’s a reason you’re worried
about a friend - you can chat to us about that too!
0121 415 8568

Wri tten by Megan (Student Mentor) X

Spring Fling
Colour Run
Eurovision Party
Harry Potter Studios Trip
Open Air Cinema
Thorpe Park
Big Finale
Trip to Warwick Castle

To find out more about upcoming Hall Rep events, check
out your Hall Facebook page or visit guildofstudents.com

Saturday 4th May, 2pm - 6pm - The Vale
Saturday 11th May, 12pm - 6pm - The Vale
Saturday 18th May, 6pm Onwards - Leos Lounge
Sunday 9th June
Wednesday 12th June, from 7pm
Thursday 13th June
Friday 14th June, 3pm - 7pm
Medieval Banquet, Saturday 15th June 6pm Onwards

Advice
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mentorwelfare@guild.bham.ac.uk

studentmentorscheme

guildofstudents.com/studentmentorscheme

studentmentors
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Everything you need to be

EXAM READY
Advice
& Guidance

Regards,
Student Mentors X

Drop in to our office to pick up a free revision planner! Can’t
make it to the office? No problem, send us an email or check
out or Facebook page to download a copy...
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Need a

Study space?
Looking for a new space to hit the books? In a question on the Guild of Students Instagram stories, they asked you to name
your favourite campus study spots and, as usual, you didn’t disappoint. The main Library was too easy, so here are your
top 10 hidden, underappreciated and under-the-radar study spaces - as voted by you!

Mason Lounge

The Alan Walters Building

Located on the bottom floor
of the Arts Building, the Mason
Lounge is open from 9-6,
Monday to Friday

The Alan Walters Building is
a great place to study as it
includes communal areas that
overlook the Green Heart

Barber Fine Art Library

The Murray Learning Centre

Just over the road from the
Guild, the Barber Institute of Fine
Arts is a great space to study

If the library is too busy or silent
for your liking, then the Murray
Learning Centre is only a short
walk away! Open 7am – 1am

The Loft

Aston Webb Study Lounge

Open from 8.45am to 10pm
from Monday to Friday, The Loft
is located on the top floor of
University Centre

Open 8am until 8pm every
weekday, the Aston Webb Study
Lounge is a suitably scenic place
to hit the books

Cadbury Research Library

Orchard Learning Centre

The Cadbury Research Library
is located on the Lower Ground
floor of Muirhead Tower

This big study space on the Selly
Oak campus has nearly 500
seats, so you can always find
somewhere to sit

The Quiet Room

Harding Building

Located in the Gisbert Kapp
Building, the Quiet Room is ideal
for those who need an intense
study session

This is a modern and bright study
space, slap bang in the middle
of campus, so you can’t miss it

If you want to find your way to any of these study spaces, be sure to download the new UoB Campus App
(on iOS and Android), and it’ll also tell you how full each space is so you know where to go before you set off!
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What you need to know about the

Serious Stuff
EEXXAA
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THE ONE TIME YOU DON’T NEED
YOUR PHONE IS DURING YOUR EXAMS!
The University has very STRICT RULES AND REGULATIONS on what can and can’t be
done within an official exam. If caught breaking these rules and regulations you
could face VERY SEVERE PENALTIES and ultimately jeopardise the result of your exam
- and could lose your degree.

Make sure you’re prepared to ‘OWN YOUR MARKS’ during this exam season…

Things NOT to take to your exam seat:

The Serious Stuff - Exam Irregularities

Did you know that every year there are many
students disciplined by the University because of
Exam Irregularities! Don’t let it be you this time.
The University has very strict rules and regulations
on what can and can’t be done within an official
exam. If you’re caught breaking these rules and
regulations, you could face very severe penalties
and ultimately jeopardise the result of your exam and potentially your overall qualification.

Appeals

Results day can be exciting for many but for
some; results day can be very stressful. There
are many students who will receive a progress
decision that they’re not happy with. If this is you,
if you feel your progress decision is one that you
disagree with, then you may be able to appeal.
An academic appeal gives you the chance to
appeal against your Board of Examiners’ progress
decision. You must submit valid grounds and
provide evidence that your situation was not or
could not be fully understood.
If you simply disagree with your mark, your appeal
will fail, as this is questioning the professional
academic judgment of your School. You can
appeal if:
- You had extenuating circumstances that
affected your academic performance AND/OR

Revision
Notes

Electronic
Devices
(Incl phones, smart watches,
laptops, media players or
media storage devices)

Books,
Statutes or
Dictionaries

Coats, Jackets,
Body Warmers
and Headgear

Bits of Paper

(except on religious grounds),

Carbonated,
Alcoholic Drinks
or Beverages In
Glass Bottles or
any Bottles with
Labels

Things you CAN take to your exam seat:

- There has been an administrative or procedural
irregularity that affected your academic
performance
If you wish to submit an academic appeal and
need advice we can help you, please contact
Guild Advice.
You’ll have 10 working days to submit an appeal
from the date your progress decision is released.
Therefore, don’t delay, contact Guild Advice
straight away!

Student ID Card

Sealable Clear
Plastic Wallet
(no larger than A4)

Calculator
(only if permitted in the exam
and only if it has no external
means of programming or
storage and must be silent)

Non-carbonated
& Non-alcoholic
Drinks

Pens, Pencils,
Erasers, Rulers,
Sharpeners etc

Permitted
Reference
Material

(in clear plastic see-through
bottles with no label)

(must be unmarked)

(only if permitted in the
exam)

TO HELP ENSURE THAT
YOU’RE NOT CAUGHT OUT,
MAKE SURE YOU:
- Give yourself enough time to prepare
and revise for all of your exams.
- Only take essential items into the exam
room with you.
- Follow exam rules

ADVICE
ACADEMIC | FINANCE | HOUSING | WELLBEING | INTERNATIONAL SUPPORT

Guild Advice is a free,
impartial and confidential
advice service for students at
UoB.

- Leave all papers, notes, textbooks,
bags and coats, communication devices
(including phones and smart watches) and
other unauthorised electronic or computer
equipment in the area designated within
the examination venue. Better still, leave
them at home!

Our Education and Welfare
Advisors specialise in:
Academic, Housing, Finance,
International Support and
Wellbeing advice.

- Listen carefully to the Senior Invigilator’s
announcements during your exam.

We’re always on hand if you
need someone to talk to just come and visit us on the
Ground Floor of the Guild of
Students or send us an email!

- Make sure all containers, bottles and
pencil cases on your desk are transparent.
- Check your pockets and the space
around you before starting the exam –
forgetting something was there will not be
accepted as an excuse.
Remember that if you’re found to have
committed an exam irregularity you
could receive a mark of Zero with no
opportunity to retake. This may leave you
without a degree – it’s not worth it! If you
do face disciplinary action due to exam
irregularities, please seek advice from Guild
Advice straight away.

Get in touch:
Opening hours:
11am – 3pm
Drop in to speak to an Advisor:
12pm – 2pm
@guild_advice
facebook.com/guildadvice
0121 415 8965
guildadvice@guild.bham.ac.uk

THINK WISELY ABOUT WHAT YOU TAKE IN. IF IN DOUBT, ASK A STAFF MEMBER
For Further Information & Support Contact: guildadvice@guild.bham.ac.uk
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What are

Moving out of

Extenuating Circumstances?

Accommodation

Extenuating Circumstances

How do you apply for Extenuating Circumstances?

We all face problems from time to time that
can impact on our daily lives and studies. As a
society we are not great at talking about our
problems and how they affect us, so they often
become the ‘elephant in the room’. However, it
is important to look after yourself and ensure you
are in the right frame of mind to be able to fully
focus on your assessments and exams throughout
the year.

STEP 1

(Often known as EC’s)

So what exactly are Extenuating
Circumstances (EC’s) and how does the
process work?
Extenuating Circumstances (EC’s are problems
that may arise and affect your studies and
performance. Problems such as significant
illness, accident or injury, being a victim of
criminal activity, eviction, divorce, bereavement,
depression or other diagnosed mental health
conditions, abuse, forces marriage, financial
crisis, undisclosed disability or political unrest.

Contact your Department Office to find out the deadline for the submission of
Extenuating Circumstances. It is your responsibility to meet the deadline.

STEP 2
Complete the University’s ‘Extenuating Circumstances’ form and/or if
you need to request alternative modes of study, complete a
‘Request for Alternative Arrangements for Centrally Coordinated Examinations’ form.
You can find this form on the university’s intranet.

STEP 3
Take time to gather any relevant information and evidence to accompany the form,
ensuring you keep a copy of everything for your own records.

Applying for Extenuating Circumstances is your
opportunity to inform your department of any
problems you are facing that may affect your
performance in your studies.
The Board of Examiners will take your
circumstances into account when making
recommendations about your progress or results.
You may be able to get coursework extensions,
exam deferrals or other outcomes.

STEP 4
Submit the form with relevant evidence.

GUILD ADVICE

Impartial and confidential support and advice
Drop in between 12 noon and 2pm,
Monday to Friday
guildadvice@guild.bham.ac.uk
guildofstudents.com/guildadvice
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How long it will take you to get to Uni
The walk into campus may be longer or shorter
depending on where you decide to move to.
Make sure you leave enough time to get onto
campus, though this may seem like an easy
adjustment it’s something that may take you a
while to get used to.
Not having someone on hand to help 24/7
You might be used to 24 hour reception, but
when privately renting your landlord may not
always be available and may not always be
required to fix issues you raise to them. If you have
a problem such as your boiler or toilet has broken,
your landlord should fix it as quickly as possible but
unfortunately some things will not be fixed straight
away.
More freedom
On the other hand, when you move into your
own house you will gain a new sense of freedom
not felt in university accommodation. Your home
is your own, with more opportunity to do things
the way you like.
Being responsible for your home safety
University Security isn’t available off campus, so
it’s important to look after your own home. You
must remember to lock your doors and windows
when entering and leaving your house. One of
the most common ways burglaries happen is
by them simply walking through your front door!
If you’ve been leaving your flat unlocked in
accommodation, it’s time to get into the habit of
locking up before you leave the house.

Who can help me through this process?

ACADEMIC | FINANCE | EMPLOYMENT | HOUSING | IMMIGRATION

Things That Will Be Different Next Year
Leaving university accommodation and moving
into your first house is a big step, so here are a
couple of things that will be different next year.

Advice
& Guidance

Support and guidance for students living in
accommodation.
Located in the Vale Hub, drop-in between
4-8pm, (Weekdays, term time only)
mentorwelfare@guild.bham.ac.uk

Being responsible for your own waste
You are responsible for rubbish made by you and
your housemates, which you need to dispose of
by yourself using your wheelie bins correctly. If you
don’t properly dispose of your waste your house
could attract rats, ants or other rodents and you
might get in trouble with the Council!
Community Wardens are available to help
You might be used to Student Mentors and Hall
Reps looking after you this year, but now you live
in the community the Community Wardens can
help with safety, waste, housing and community
problems, as well as provide some fun events and
opportunities for you to get involved in!

You can get the Selly Express!
The Selly Express is a free bus service run by the
Community Wardens together with the University
to help students get home safely in the evenings.
Currently the bus runs from the Library Monday
- Friday from 8pm, but for the latest timetable,
availability and visits please visit:
https://www.guildofstudents.com/sellyexpress/
Lots more choice
Selly Oak and Harborne are very busy areas –
They are crammed full of shops, bars, restaurants
and takeaways all on your doorstep if you’ve
chosen to live in these popular areas – We’ve
included a few of our favourite places on
Page 15.

Tips For Vacating Your Room
Everyone wants their deposits back and a smooth exit from
university accommodation will round the year off nicely.
To help you out, your Customer Service Managers have put
together a list of tips for vacating your room.
Ensure all food is removed from the kitchen area including cupboards,
fridge, freezers and anywhere else it may be kept
Remove all rubbish from communal areas and bedrooms, remembering
to recycle where possible. For every bag of rubbish left in your flat,
you will be charged £10
Leave your room as you found it –
clean, tidy and free from any personal belongings

DO NOT remove any University property

Ensure your door is locked when you leave

Ensure postal forwarding addresses have been changed

Return you keys, if applicable, to Reception personally

Anything left in your room, after your contract end date,
will be disposed of or donated to charity
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Moving into

THE COMMUNITY

THE COMMUNITY

THE FUN DOESN’T STOP WHEN YOU LEAVE ACCOMMODATION!

MEET YOUR COMMUNITY WARDENS

KEEPING YOU AND YOUR HOME SAFE

DAMP, UNSAFE & UNMAINTAINED HOUSES

It might seem daunting to be leaving university
accommodation and feel like you’re losing support
available on campus, but fear not because when
you’re living off campus you can turn to the Community
Wardens for support with community issues, learning
about the local area and organising fun events for you to
you enjoy. Read on to learn more about us and how you
can get ready to live in Selly Oak.

Your Community Wardens are a team of students based
at the Guild, who work for a safer, cleaner, greener
community for all. We encourage all residents to get
involved in, look after and feel proud of their local
community. We work together with the University of
Birmingham and organisations like the Council, Police
and Fire Service to help make the local area a fantastic
community to live in.
The Wardens can help you make your community a
better place to live by providing you with information,
advice and contacts to help you resolve any issues or
problems you may be facing. We also run a number of
community initiatives, including safety patrols and litter
picks, and events for the community too. We’d love to
help you get involved!

Community Wardens work with the local police to patrol
Selly Oak checking houses are secure and offering
advice and support to students. We also support a
volunteer group called Street Watch who does patrols,
offering to walk people home when alone and helping to
keep the area secure. You can collect a personal safety
alarm from us, which you can carry with you to help
protect your personal safety.

If you feel your house is unsafe, unmaintained or has
damp and your landlord or letting agent is not helping to
fix the issue the Community Wardens can contact your
landlord or letting agent to try and help resolve the issue.

THINGS I DIDN’T KNOW WHEN I LEFT ACCOMMODATION
Our Community Wardens share the things they didn’t know
when they moved from accommodation to their own houses.
1. How do I recycle?

“When I moved into my house I didn’t have a clue how the bins worked. When you move in you will usually have two wheelie bins, one will be for
household waste like food and wrappers and one will be for recycling. You can tell which one is which as there is a separate pod in the top of your
recycling bin. The pod is for paper and cardboard items and below this is where you put bottles, cans and plastic.”

2. When is my bin day? /How to get rid of waste?

“Bin days are different all over the city, and I found it hard to know when to put them out. For most of Selly Oak bin day is every Wednesday. The
Wardens offer a free wall planner which shows your bin and recycling collection days. When using your waste wheelie bin you must always make sure
black bin bags are put inside the bin. Bags left outside or on top won’t be collected and your bin will also not be collected if it’s overflowing. Your bin
should be wheeled onto the street on bin day, then moved back off the streets onto your property after it’s empty. If your bin is left on the street you
may be fined.

3. What are my responsibilities as a tenant?

“Leaving accommodation gives you way more responsibility. Landlords may specify specific responsibilities in your contract so be sure to read it
carefully. Most landlords will expect you to keep the house clean, report any damage or problems, dispose of your waste properly, change lightbulbs
yourself and take gas/electric meter readings, as well behave responsibly and respectfully towards your community. You may have issues like losing
part of your deposit or at the extreme be asked to leave the house if you don’t do these things!
Meanwhile, your landlord is responsible for maintaining the overall house, including any repairs that affect safety, like working front and back doors,
working bathrooms for the number of people living in the house, boiler, fire alarms and smoke detectors, and leaks or a high amount of damp must be
dealt with by them.”

4. How do I get into the city centre from Selly Oak?

“It took me ages to discover Selly Oak train station, which is located next to the Bristol Pear pub and can be gotten to from entrances on Bristol or
Heeley Roads. It will get you to the city centre in less than 15 minutes. There are also 2 buses that run on the Bristol Road that will take you into the City
Centre; these are the number 61 and 63.”

5. How do I set up my gas and electric?

“I’ve never managed my own bills before. You can choose your own gas and electric supplier. This could be a company you already know such as
British Gas or use a comparing website to get the best deals. There are also companies that will manage all your bills for you if you’d rather not sort
them out yourself! Once you’ve found your preferred supplier apply online to sign up. Whoever the account is registered to will be held responsible
for any missed payments so talk to your housemates about how you plan to pay your bill amongst you. You will need to send monthly meter readings
unless your landlord has fitted a smart reader. Talk to your landlord about where meters are located. They are unusually in a small cupboard or near
the front of your house but can be outside. Simply send your meter readings to your supplier; most companies have apps that you can do this with.”

6. It’s not as bad as everyone says!

“Before I moved into Selly Oak I heard all sorts of horror stories about how it was really dangerous, messy and not a nice place to live. In fact I have
loved living here. Although being careful about safety is important, some of the safety concerns aren’t as bad as people say and following sensible
precautions like locking doors and carrying a personal alarm reassured me. Crime does happen but that’s like in any other big city in the country. It’s
also great because all my friends live just around the corner from me and we have a great load of fun.”
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PROBLEMS WITH YOUR NEIGHBOURS
If you are experiencing problems with your neighbours
including any anti-social behaviour, we can give
advice, help speak to your neighbours and try to resolve
problems.

Recycling & waste
The Community Wardens encourage all students to
recycle while living in Selly Oak. We offer free indoor
recycling bags which clearly tell you what can and can’t
be recycled and compartments to help you separate
your recycling. We can also offer students wall planners
indicating your local bin day and laws about waste and
fly tipping.

Events during year
During the year we host events for all students and the
local community. Previous events have included the
annual Christmas event, Christmas on Campus, Outdoor
Cinema and Picnic In The Park.

VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES
We run a ton of volunteer opportunities to make Selly Oak a brilliant
place to live, such as:
Junkbusters – Junkbusters collects unwanted items such as clothing,
books or furniture and donates it to the British Heart Foundation.
Junkbusters usually runs from May-July with a special collection at the
end of term 2. Junkbusters bags can be collected from the Guild of
Students or will be posted to your house.
Litter Picks – We arrange litter picks around the local area,
encouraging students and local community to volunteer to help keep
Selly Oak a cleaner and greener place.
Street Watch – An opportunity for you to help make Selly Oak safer for
yourself and your fellow students.
Gardening – We do some gardening projects to spruce up the
area. We have flower boxes in parts of Selly Oak and are currently
developing a new community garden for you to enjoy!

WE HOPE YOU HAVE ENJOYED YOUR TIME IN UNIVERSITY ACCOMMODATION AND WE
KNOW YOU WILL ENJOY YOUR TIME LIVING IN THE COMMUNITY JUST AS MUCH!
WE LOOK FORWARD TO SEEING YOU THERE!
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SELLY OAK

SELLY OAK
Pubs and places to eat in Selly Oak
Pubs:

Fun activities close to Selly Oak
Your Community Wardens share their favourite
places near Selly Oak.
Birmingham Wildlife and Conservation Centre
Birmingham Wildlife centre is located a few
minutes’ drive from Selly Oak and is open
Monday-Sunday 10am-5pm in the Summer (first
week of April) and Monday-Sunday 10am-4pm in
Winter (last weekend of October). The centre is
home to a collection of animals from red pandas,
lemurs, reptiles, meerkats, otters, birds, wallabies
and a large collection of monkeys.
Selly Park Recreation Ground
If you live in the heart of Selly Oak, then this
charming little park is right on your step, it
may even be opposite your house! A lot of
students don’t notice it because you have to
go the opposite way to university to get there.
But if you’re on one of the popular roads like
Teignmouth, Dawlish or Tiverton, just walk up to
the top of the road and you’ll find the park right
there!
Cannon Hill Park
Cannon Hill is a large park located by Edgbaston
Cricket Ground. The park includes a lake which
you can hire boats on, an outdoor 36 hole mini
golf experience, a child’s fun fair and a café. The
park also includes a tennis court; you can use the
courts for free but must be booked beforehand
by following this link https://clubspark.lta.org.uk/
cannonhillpark/Account/SignUp. Cannon Hill also
includes the MAC Birmingham. The MAC includes
a cinema, live music, activities and classes.
Cadbury World
Bourneville is only a 10 minute drive from Selly
oak and is home to the famous Cadbury world.
Cadbury World leads you through the world
of Cadbury chocolate with fun interactive
attractions, rides and chocolate tasting. You also
get access to the discounted Cadbury chocolate
shop to pick up some discounted chocolate.
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·

The Bristol Pear

·

The Goose

·

The Indie Lounge

·

Circo

·

Country Girl

The Pear, Goose and Country Girl all do food
throughout the day. The Pear also does special
food offers such as Wings Wednesdays where
chicken wings are just 25p!
Places to eat:
·

Yakinori

·

Café 55

·

Big Johns

·

Subway

·

Café Face

·

Cheeky Joes

·

Rooster House

·

Paprika Grill

·

Dolphin Fish Bar

Selly Oak Retail Park
A few minutes’ walk from the high street is the
brand new Selly Oak Retail Park, which is right
next to the old Battery Retail Park. Together they
have dozens of shops and restaurants for you
to enjoy, from a huge Sainsbury’s, Argos, Next,
Homebase, Poundland and let’s not forget
Greggs and Nandos

Living in Selly Oak
My Experience & Advice
Written by Roland
(Student Mentor)
Moving from university halls into Selly Oak can
be a daunting experience. There’s lots of things,
ranging from electricity bills or even cooking for
yourself, which might be new responsibilities that
can cause stress and worry.
When I first moved to Selly Oak there were a few
ups and downs. I was quite far away from the
university and I had to factor in the time it would
take to walk in a bit better. One of my friends
bought a bike, but I chose to walk. You can use
it for a bit of relaxation and de-stressing. Sticking
on music, a podcast, or calling friends and family
can turn a hassle into something positive.
With rumours and scare stories doing the rounds
on social media regularly, moving into Selly Oak
might seem a bit scary. However, it’s important
to remember that there are a huge number of
students living in Selly Oak and that crime only
affects a very small number. There are also a
number of precautions you can take to make
yourself safer (see page 13). You’d be surprised
how many students leave doors unlocked and
windows open! Chat to your Community Wardens
if you have any concerns and when it comes to
safety I think common sense goes a long way –
things as simple as walking together in a group at
night.
Rumours about landlords and properties also
circulate - but again this isn’t something you
should be too worried about. It’s likely you’ll have
some maintenance problems during your time
in Selly Oak but most of these will probably be
small and can be dealt with either by you or your
landlord. Some problems I’ve experienced over
my two years living in Selly Oak include damp,
broken dishwasher and broken front door. Some
of these sound dramatic, but in reality they
weren’t. When our front door broke we were
straight on the phone and a man was sent over
to fix it within an hour.
Landlords and letting agents are all bound by
contracts and the law which means that they
have to respond if there are problems. The best
thing you can do if something happens is to
communicate clearly what the problem is to the
relevant person as quickly as possible. Sometimes
dropping in to the letting agents in person can
be helpful because it is always easier to talk to
someone face to face.
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If you do have any serious problem drop in to
Guild Advice who can offer you help tackling
any problems you might have with Landlords or
Agents.

Like I said at the start, moving from halls into Selly
Oak can be daunting - but it’s best to think of it
as a learning experience and an opportunity. If I
had the option between Selly Oak and university
halls, I would always choose Selly Oak. This is
because living in Selly Oak is an opportunity to
live more independently. It comes with a few
more responsibilities but this means you have
more freedom to live the way that you want to.

My Experience of
Moving to Selly Oak
Written by Meg
(Student Mentor)
I moved from Mason on the Vale to Selly Oak
two years ago. My house, on Heeley Road is close
to Aldi, only a ten minute walk from campus. It’s
also a 2 minute walk from Selly train station. This
is great for accessing all the events Birmingham
has to offer by getting you to Five Ways and
New Street in under ten minutes! Moving out
of University accommodation can be scary,
especially hearing some of the bad stories.
However, the benefits far out way the negatives.
Living in Selly gives you more independence than
living in student accommodation and gives you
the freedom to explore new areas of Birmingham.
Pubs like the Bristol Pear and the S’Oak are
great places to meet up with friends. By living in
Selly you usually find that you live within walking
distance to all of your friends and this makes
staying in touch a lot easier.
For my house, I have found that any issues I’ve
had have been dealt with quickly and effectively
by my landlord, and I’ve had no bad experiences
with them. In terms of bills – I carry out my bills
through a company called Redbricks. They take
your information and estimated bill usage and
take out a direct debit every month making bills
much easier to handle!
One tip I would recommend is sorting out rooms
before you get to the house. Unless there’s a
difference in rent for each room, I would say
the best way to sort this out would be through
drawing names out of a hat to minimise any
conflict - as this can be a touchy area of living in
a new house.
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Ways to positively use social media @ University

WRITTEN BY
TAHLIE

Social media has become a staple in most of our lives. It brings us travel goals, funny cat videos and filters
that turn you from a Walking Dead Zombie first thing in the morning to Beyoncé ‘I woke up like this’. It can also bring job
opportunities, keep you in the know of local events/activities as well as help you find your lost items via ‘Fab’n’Fresh’.
For all it’s benefits, spending too much time on social media has been commonly reported as detrimental to long term
mental health problems, sleep patterns, negative self-esteem, stress, loneliness, FOMO (fear of missing out) –
the list goes on!
If this is you, it’s important to take a step back. Start small, take one photo on a night out instead of constant streams on
your stories. Unfollow any accounts that negatively impact your self-esteem and if you’re feeling brave delete the apps
on your phone (even if it’s only temporary).
We know it’s not always realistic to completely remove yourself from social media, that’s why we’ve created a list of
positive ways you can use social media at university.
·

Get meal inspiration! Find yourself a favourite food blogger and spend time with your friends making new recipes.

·

Follow your favourite societies, sports teams and event planners to keep up with the latest meet ups and events
near you.

·

Get involved with your local charity and use social media to raise money (Facebook’s fundraiser is great for this)

·

Use free messaging apps like WhatsApp and Facebook messenger to keep in touch with friends and family at
home as well as course and flatmates.

·

Follow the Student Mentor Scheme on Instagram (@student mentors) and Facebook for wellbeing tips and
updates in the office with the mentors. You can also contact us online if that makes it easier to get in touch!

·

TAKE A BREAK – if you feel social media is negatively impacting your life don’t be afraid to take a break,
detox from social media and connect with others around you.

It’s never too late to volunteer!

WRITTEN BY
HELEN

Getting involved with a volunteering group is a great way to spend your time at University. The Guild has
loads of opportunities available throughout the year both on campus and in the wider Birmingham area –
it’s never too late to get involved. Here are 4 reasons why you should give it a go:
1.  It is a great way to connect with other people, whether that be your peers or the wider community. If you are
looking to meet new people and make new friends then you should definitely consider joining a volunteering
group. One of the best ways to strengthen new relationships is committing to a shared activity together.
2.  Volunteering also makes you really employable whilst simultaneously doing good for others or your community. It
equips you with great skills such as team work, empathy, communication and organisation – depending on what
you get involved in. It also shows you’re a proactive person who is switched on and aware of a world outside
of your personal bubble! Many volunteering jobs provide extensive training as part of the role, this is knowledge
which you can take with you into later life when starting a career.
3.  Volunteering is also great for your self-esteem. It’s great to feel good about yourself because you’re helping other
people! Not every act has to be completely selfless – if you are helping someone because it makes you feel
good then great! That’s two people who are feeling better because of your good deed. And if you can find a
volunteering role you are passionate about it will also be a lot of fun.
4.   Volunteering is good for your mental health. The social aspect of volunteering and forming meaningful
connections to others in our community can help to relieve stress and anxiety. The act of volunteering also keeps
you in regular contact with a team of others, gives you purpose and without realising it you will begin to develop
a great support system of fellow volunteers – all useful tools to combat depression. And finally, it’s scientifically
proven that helping others releases hormones which make you happy!
Check out the Guild Website for info about
current volunteering opportunities at
guildofstudents.com/volunteering
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Fun things to do with your summer

WRITTEN BY
Kathryn

Although it may not seem like it now, the summer months are approaching. There’s a light at the end of the academic year!
Envision this, you’ve just finished your final exam and all your coursework has been submitted. You feel invincible, on the top of
the world, ready for the summer months. Then you remember how long you’ve got off – what are you going to do? How can
you make the most of your summer?

Travel

Rest

It is easier than ever to plan to travel on holiday. A short
weekend getaway; a week-long road trip; a plane journey
across the world; a train ride to the next market town whatever takes your fancy, book the tickets and go explore!
It’s a great adventure and is even better if you do it with a
few friends or your family.

That’s it, you’re done! You’re probably ready to have a
break after completing another academic year. Dedicate
some ‘me-time’ and give yourself a well-deserved, guilt-free
rest.
Binge-watch that Netflix series you’ve been dying to catch
up on. Have a long bath because you don’t need to worry
about shared accommodation. Enjoy doing absolutely
nothing - or at least until you get bored. If all fails, make a
boredom jar: write a task like “go for a picnic”, pull out one
task a day and do it. This worked for me a couple years ago
but if you’d prefer to do something a little more productive,
move on to the next suggestion!

*Psstt* those amazing photos you’ll be able to share on
Instagram later will be worth the hassle. Think about how
many stories you’ll be able to tell!

Volunteer

LEarn New SKills
Have you been eyeing up a driving course online? Do you
want to learn to cook more recipes? Summer is a good
chance for you to give it a go, before you attend the ‘Give it
a Go’ fair next September.
Sign yourself up to a local arts or sports class and brush up
on your skills. If you prefer something a little simpler to start
with, head down to the park with your bicycle (yes that still
counts)! Don’t forget the societies will still be here if you want
to continue developing these skills next academic year.

There are lots of worthwhile causes that you can participate
in, have a look online or check if you can get involved with
anything locally. Don’t worry; it doesn’t have to be a huge
commitment.
If the idea of volunteering abroad excites you, look into
a few Careers Network events or fairs, where there are a
diverse range of programmes available for you to browse.
Not only will this make your CV stand out, but you’ll have
great experiences to look back on. Volunteering also gives
you that rewarding, feel-good factor that’s almost as good
as having the sun factor over summer...

Spend Time with your Friends & FaMILY

Work experience or internships

You’ll soon get used to being at home. Even though you
may not be able to stand each other when together,
remember how much your family do for you: cooking,
cleaning, and driving you around. You’ll certainly miss them
when you’re back at University, so make the most of your
time with them while you can.

“You mean you want me to work?”
From working in a local catering company to being a
camp activity lead in America, there are plenty of options
for you to try entering the workplace. You’ll thank yourself
later when your hard-earned pay hits your bank account.
Also, you never know, you might find yourself working in a
career that you might want to pursue after graduation,
and your CV will look amazing afterwards. Bonus!

Also be sure to grab a coffee and a chat with your friends if
they’re around - hopefully they missed you too!

Study (a bit)
I know what you’re thinking: you’ve just completed one academic year; can’t you have a break before you start the next? Yes,
of course you should prioritise having fun and taking care of yourself over summer.
However, if you consider you have from when you finish your exams to the next Welcome Week, that’s roughly 4 months! Why not
attempt to make a start on reading? We’re not expecting you to read your entire University syllabus, but being prepared means
you’ll be able to concentrate on other, more fun aspects of settling in September and enjoy the first few weeks back.
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RELAX & COOK

RELAX & COOK

SUDOKU.

Although exams are looming it’s important to take some
time out to relax. Puzzles are a great way to relieve stress
and improve your memory - all at the same time.

WORDSEARCH.

Are you having a laugh?
Have a joke on us!

Peckish? Gather your flatmates for a purse friendly meal.
It’ll boost your motivation and power your brain to get back
to revision again!

What is red and
smells like blue paint?

EASY CHICKEN FAJITAS

Red paint

An easy, sociable meal for you and your flatmates! Vegetarian?
Not a problem – swap the chicken for a tasty alternative or take
it out entirely.

What do you call bears
with no ears?

Preparation
Heat oven to 180C fan/gas 6 and wrap 6 medium tortillas in
foil

B

Mix 1 heaped tbsp smoked paprika, 1 tbsp ground
coriander, a pinch of ground cumin, 2 crushed garlic cloves,
4 tbsp olive oil, the juice of 1 lime and 4-5 drops Tabasco
together in a bowl with a big pinch of salt and pepper.
Stir 2 finely sliced chicken breasts, 1 finely sliced red onion,
1 sliced red pepper and 1 finely sliced red chilli (if using) into
the marinade.

What does a pepper do
when it’s angry?

Heat a pan until hot and add the chicken and marinade to
the pan.

It gets jalapeño face!

Keep everything moving over a high heat for about 5 mins.

What’s a pirate’s
favourite letter?

To check the chicken is cooked, find the thickest part and
tear in half – if any part is still raw cook until done.
Put the tortillas in the oven to heat up and serve with the
cooked chicken, a bag of mixed salad and top with salsa,
sour cream or guacamole!

You think it’s R
but it be the C

Ingedients
2 large chicken breasts, finely sliced
1 red onion, finely sliced
1 red pepper, sliced
1 red chilli, finely sliced (optional)
1 heaped tbsp smoked paprika
1 tbsp ground coriandr
Pinch of ground cumin
2 medium garlic cloves, crushed
4 tbsp olive oil
1 lime
Tabasco
Recipe from bbcgoodfood.com, March 2018
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EXAMS

REVISE

MIND MAP

ASSIGNMENT

WATER
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LIBRARY
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DISCUSS

STATIONARY

POST IT NOTES

SUMMARISE

CALCULATE
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Sometimes I tuck my
knees into my chest
and lean forward
That’s just how I roll
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